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The Grey Fox 

The Western, the oldest of aU film genres, 
has developed such mythological depth 
in the eighty years since The Great 
Train Robbery that even a bad Western 
Is capable of throwing off haunting 
images as easily as breathing. 

In Alan J, Pakula's somnolent modern 
Western, Comes a Horseman, for in
stance, an aging ranch band finds that 
his arthritis and the cold of the morning 
have conspired to render him incapable 
of mounting bis horse without the aid of 
a kitchen chair. There is something 
astounding and heartbreaking there, 
partially because of Us relationship to 
the myth of the carefree, vagabond 
cowboy (whatever happened to the bijys 
m the bunkbouse when the hero rode 
off Into the sunset ?), partially because 
of the framing and chiaroscuro lighting 
provided by Gordon Willis, and most of 
all, because the actor, Richard Fams-
worth, is virtually the only character In 
the film who does not represent an 
ideological position, but rather has a 
chance to develop a character. 

Now Famsworth has an entire film 
built around him, anti he proves himself 
worthy of every bit of the extravagant 
beauty that director Phillip Borsos has 
lavished on The Grey Fox.. 

A title card informs us that Bill Miner, 
a daring stage coach robber, having 
spent thirty years in prison was released 
into the twentieth cenfury. 

The Grey Fo}c starts out looking like 
that most worn-out variation on the 
Western genre, the "last outlaw^' film, 
where the final outlaw is tracked down 
and eliminated by the grinding weight 
of a numerically and technologically 
superior society that wants nothing more 
than to stomp out the last vestiges of 
individuality in the pursuit of a modem 
conformism. 

What is happening is much more 
interesting, however, because rather 
than standing as the last archaic Indivi
dual, Bill Miner is the first Western 
outlaw to be inspired by technology 
rather than destroyed by It, and his 
inspiration Is the movies. Having moved 
north to Washington state to live with 
his sister and her husband, he is earning 
a Uving picking oysters from the Puget 
Sound mud flats, when one evening he 
decides to take In the nickelodeon, and 
sees The Great Train Robbery. 

The nickelodeon scene is outstanding 
in its recreation of the sheer physical 
excitement created by the first movies. 
Remember, this is less than a decade 
after a Paris audience fled screaming at 
the Lumiere Brothers' L'Arrivee du Train, 
a time when the film industry did not 
yet exist in California, preferring the 
sunny shores of the Hudson River and 
Fort Lee, N.J. It Is perhaps the best scene 
about the power of the moving image 
since Godard's Les Carabiniers, and 
since Miner had gotten out of crime 
because his specialty bad dried up, his 
eyes are shining, half with excitement at 
the story, but half because he Is watching 
a training film (nopunintented) on how 
to take up a "new line of work. 

The theme of technology's wonder is 
picked up in the film's very first scene. 

as Miner rides the train north. On the 
train Is a salesman with a hot new line 
of labour-saving devices, most notably a 
mechanical apple peeler. When the sa
lesman opines that there Is an unUmlted 
future in appliances, Miner replies that 
"To a man my age, the fiiture doesn't 
mean much unless you're talking about 
next week." Yet there Is no denying the 
fascinated glitter in bis eye. When be 
purchases a gun, the light plays on the 
polished metal surfaces wltb a dark 
richness that suggests Vermeer. Indeed, 
his suggestion to a punk that "A profes
sional always specializes" and his use of 
dynamite sticks to blow open train doors 
suggests that he is less the spiritual 
cousin of Butch Cassidy and the Sundan
ce Kid than the grandfather of Frank, the 
hero of Michael Mann's Thief. 

But Borsos and his art director. Bill 
Brodie, do something very interesting 
with the relationship between The Grey 
Fox and the old movie myths. The Inter
cutting of olti, silent, black and white 
footage into the film is not merely a cute 
device, but a method of commenting on 
mythology and a way of emphasizing 
the visual organization of The Grey Fox 
as a silent film. For a Western, there are 
two things which are very odd about the 
film — its location and the newness of 
the buildings. Filmed in the northern 
woods, it bears less resemblance to the 
sun-bleached California Westerns that 
have become our Idea of the west (Monu
ment Valley, etc.) and more resemblance 
to The Great Train Robbery (the forests 
of New Jersey). The newness of the 
buildings suggests a much more realistic 
frontier — is there anything more ludi
crous than to see a movie set In the 
frontier's wide open spaces where all 
the buildings look as if they are a hundred 
years old ? 

The art direction contributes thorough
ly to this feeling that we are watching a 
silent film by building a set of high-
ceiling rooms that suggest olti movie 
sets yet, by untierdecoratlng them avoid
ing the overstuffed look that character
izes the Masterpiece Theatre school of 
period melodrama The high- ceilinged 

rooms recreate the Impression of watch
ing characters rattle about in spaces 
slightly too large, a hallmark of movies 
that were made in celllngless sets to 
allow the sun In. 

Thus, when we see the fatal climax of 
The Great Train Robbery just before the 
capture of Bill Miner's band of despera
does, it seems to be an economic short
cut to shooting an actual climax, but 
turns out to be a commentary on- the 
movie mythology versus the reality of 
the event anti a flash of memory, as 
Miner remembers the conclusion and 
decides not to do anything seriously 
stupid. 

There are other flashes of period 
authenticity, like the stiff-armed, awk
ward stance of the Nortwest Mounted 
Police-men who capture the gang, and 
the nascent nationalism of Corporal 
Femie (Timothy Webber), who does not 
see why be should co-operate wltb an 
American Plnkerton detective (Gary Rel-
neke, in a role that uses well his gift for 
quietly understated menace). 

Borsos has also filled The Grey Fox 
with authentically period faces, espe
cially Richard Famsworth and Jackie 
Burroughs. Famsworth, a stuntman for 
almost forty years before beginning an 
acting career in Mark Rytiell's The 
Cowboys, Is one of those rare screen 
naturals whose character shines through 
his face. He invests Bill Miner with a sly 
humour and open charm that would 
have been denied the film had Peter 
O'Brien and Borsos gone through with 
their original casting plan of Harry Dean 
Stanton, whose specialty Is snake-mean, 
redneck craziness. 

The film's major revelation, though, is 
the sublime Jackie Burroughs, who is no 
revelation at all to those of us who saw 
her steal scenes trom Maggie Smith at 
Stafford in the mid-1980's. The fact that 
Burroughs, who has been working in 
this country for over a d e c ^ ^ h a s had 
to wait this long for a major l&m role is 
yet one more instance of how shabbily 
the native acting community has been 
treated by the tax shelter producers in 
general. 

Playing a bluestocking suffragette (the 
period is too early to call her a feminist) 
who is wont to make pronouncements 
to the town's newpaperman on the 
need for the equality of women, Bu^ 
roughs suggests Katherine Hepburn at 
her best, and her romance with Fams
worth has a rare warmth and an intelli
gent maturity that fits with the charac
ters anti their times. 

Phillip Borsos' first feature filin (follow
ing several documentaries) is clearly the 
work of a major talent. He has, with 
cinematographer Frank Tidy (and ope
rator Ron Orieux, OOP on The Hounds 
of Notre Dame), created a Western film 
that looks as if it might have been filmed 
by Werner Herzog - it has the same 
misty, mystical clarity of image. It ht> 
nours the genre while commenting on 
that genre's rambunctious mythology, 
not in the name of realism I which is just 
another of the 97 orders of styllzallon), 
bjut in the name of historical and a 
formal re-evaluation of that mythology, 
denying the possibility of the wild west 
in the midst of the peacable kingdom, 
while admitting that kingdom's possible 
appeal to an aging outlaw who is tired of 
running, 
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